Abstract
Introduction
When a novel HCI technique is developed, one of the important issues to be addressed is how the technique can be transferred from the research to the practitioner community. Inevitably, as the work on Cognitive Walkthroughs has shown over the past few years (Lewis, Polson, Wharton & Rieman, 1990; Polson and Lewis, 1990; Wharton, Rieman, Lewis & Polson, 1994) , this is unlikely to be a single event in which a technique, having been developed to maturity, is then handed over to the practitioners to be instantly taken up and exploited. There is an iterative cycle of activity in which developers learn to take a practitioner-centred view of their technique, and adapt it in the light of experience, while practitioners learn about the technique and its scope and how to apply it.
The main aim of the work reported here is relatively modest: to investigate how trainee software engineers use the "PUM Instruction Language" (IL) after a day's training. Studying trainees is necessary to develop an understanding of what actually happens when one learns to use a notation such as IL. Video data of trainees working with IL allows us to address issues such as what concepts beginners struggle with and how IL constructs can contribute to design insight. As John and Packer (1995) note, you can only distinguish with any certainty between the power of a technique and the contribution of the analyst's craft skills when you have nonoriginators using a technique. Process data can then show what analysts did and how they gained insights into the design problem. One of the aims of this study is to address these points. A further issue is whether using IL makes a discernible difference to the kinds of usability assessments made. This is important, particularly in relation to understanding how much of the leverage of a particular technique derives from the technique itself, and how much from the skill of the analysts using it. The study also raises generic issues about the transfer of theoretically-based HCI evaluation techniques to practitioners.
To investigate how trainees learn to use IL, we developed a study that involved training a group of subjects to write IL descriptions and collecting a range of data from them. The tutorial material was developed to be suitable for delivery in one day (6 hours). This material includes both presentation material and student exercises based on example systems. This time of 6 hours was chosen to be comparable to that which one might reasonably be expected to spend if delivering a tutorial at a conference, or teaching about user modelling as part of a university course that includes a reasonable HCI component. The training was given to a group of 16 students taking a course in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) at the Free University of Amsterdam. As well as the 6 hours allowed for training, additional time was allocated to the collection of experimental data, as described below (Section 2).
A FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF MODELLING IN ASSESSING

DESIGNS
Observation (by Buckingham Shum) of expert HCI modellers, combined with our own reflections on using particular approaches, has led us to propose a framework for thinking about the process of modelling in relation to design and evaluation, as shown in Figure 1 . This framework incorporates three key links which enable a modeller to move iteratively from a problem, to a modelling expression of that problem, to design insights and recommendations. It allows us to break down the process of evaluation and re-design into identifiable stages that can be considered separately. The process of describing a design problem using a particular representation (link 1) helps an analyst to acquire a better understanding of the problem, and hence gain insights into it (link 2), which in turn can help generate recommendations for design changes (link 3). This framework can serve two key functions: firstly, to help establish to what extent a modelling approach is contributing substantively to the reasoning process, and secondly, to make the approach transferable to other analysts by encoding the process into a more systematic, reusable form.
Link 1 is the primary focus of the study reported here: how do trainees acquire expertise with the IL formalism? Link 2 reflects expert modellers' ability to recognise the significance of different notational patterns or states in a model; that is, make the mapping from the formalism back to the real world. Link 2 related training questions include: to what extent do the trainee modellers negotiate Link 2, and are there any differences in the nature of the analyses reported that can be attributed to IL as opposed to 'craft skill'? Finally, Link 3, moving from insights to design recommendations, is where creative design is needed; recommendations rarely flow directly from modelling, as other factors that do not fall within the scope of the formalism often come into play at this point. Drawing on modelling case studies with designers, we have discussed how this link can be negotiated as modellers seek to communicate model-based insights to designers who are non-modellers (Bellotti et al., 1995; Buckingham Shum et al., 1996) . As we explain below, it is unlikely that IL-beginners will gain great insight into a problem due to IL, when they are at the same time learning it, so this link was of less importance at this stage. We revisit Figure 1 in our conclusions, in the light of the study's results.
ISSUES IN TRANSFERRING THEORY-BASED HCI DESIGN TECHNIQUES
There are various concerns that are pertinent to transferring any novel, theory-based design technique from the research laboratory to practitioners. One is that of understanding the roles of the formal notation and the underlying theory in supporting reasoning. Another is establishing effective ways of encapsulating and communicating the skill of modelling.
The roles of the notation and the underlying theory
A design or analysis technique never stands as simply a notation, method or tool. It derives from, and encourages its user to adopt, a particular orientation to design by virtue of the domain constructs that it addresses (such as people, work, artefacts), the terms in which it does so (e.g. as information processors; as social beings; as formal or unformalisable agents), and the kind of analysis which it facilitates. In this respect, a notation can help to support or focus an analysis. One key question which needs to be addressed is how much general disciplinary and method-specific training one actually needs in order to gain some benefit from using a technique.
Cognitive Walkthrough (CW; Wharton et al., 1994) is one technique where the issue of divorcing theory from practice has been important. CW is not a modelling technique, but a structured methodology for critiquing a user interface. It seeks to deliver the power of a cognitive model of learning (CE+; in the form of a checklist of principles without actually requiring analysts to know about the underlying theory. Several studies of CW have now been reported, which together are an excellent example of the use of empirical data to drive the design of a technique to meet the skills of its target users and the constraints of realistic design practice Rieman, Davies, Hair, Esemplare, Polson & Lewis, 1991; Polson, Lewis, Rieman & Wharton, 1992; Rowley & Rhoades, 1992) . The CW technique has been extensively revised in the light of evaluations over several years. This work illustrates well the nature of the problems faced in developing a theoretically based technique targeted at practitioners not trained in the underlying theory. Having set out to develop a cognitive science-based technique for non-cognitive scientists, they encountered unforeseen problems such as misconceptions about the meaning of 'tasks' and 'goals', and analysis at an inappropriate level of detail. Training in the Walkthrough methodology now includes more extensive introduction to the underlying theory than was originally thought necessary.
One aspect of the investigation into the learnability of the IL is how dependent analysis is on a deep understanding of the underlying theory (notably the means-ends planning described in Section 1.3). Another aspect is understanding what role the notation itself plays in supporting usability reasoning. Since the IL is a "semi-formal" notation that can be used with varying degrees of rigour (as described below), an additional issue is how to achieve an appropriate balance between constraining the analysis unnecessarily, and allowing so much freedom that using the notation no longer requires the discipline of rigorous analysis which can yield insight in tackling difficult usability issues. Within HCI and related research, there is a growing recognition of the cognitive and social implications of requiring users to structure their expression of ideas in formal ways (e.g. Pedersen & Suchman, 1991; Shum, 1991; Shipman & Marshall, 1994) . Formality permits machine interpretation and manipulation of information at a finer grain of detail, but comes at the cost of a wider translation gulf for humans, for whom formal notations are an unnatural form of expression compared to natural language. This persistent cost-benefit trade-off is as relevant to IL as to any other formalism. With respect to the issue of where on the formality continuum one should locate IL-usage, we consider two perspectives: the role of rigorous formality for trainee designers, and the practical demands of a formalism's use for communication during design.
Identifying and encapsulating craft skill
Another issue to be addressed is how developers of a new technique can identify the implicit skills and knowledge that they have gradually developed, in order to help new users negotiate the initial block which so often characterises, and sometimes sabotages, early attempts to use a new formalism.
One way to encapsulate such craft skill is through informal heuristics which are simply collections of the kinds of tips which an expert might give to a beginner. For example, training materials for other design notations such as QOC (MacLean, Young, Bellotti & Moran, 1991) include heuristics that encapsulate hands-on craft skills. Similarly, Kieras (1988) describes work to make Cognitive Complexity Theory (Kieras & Polson, 1985) , as based on GOMS modelling (Card, Moran & Newell, 1983; John & Kieras, 1996) , a practical user interface design technique. Kieras recognises that CCT and GOMS, despite their formality, leave decisions to the analyst which can make a significant difference to the validity or usefulness of the analysis. He therefore provides some guidance on such issues as making 'judgement calls' on user cognition in the absence of reliable data, deciding what tasks to analyse, when to conduct a GOMS task analysis, and GOMS-based criteria for evaluating and improving the design.
Drawing on such experiences, the IL tutorial included a number of heuristics. Students were supplied with a handout listing these heuristics, and they were also alluded to regularly during training. In addition, the training included a gradual introduction to the basic concepts and techniques needed for writing and analysing an IL description, and understanding was developed through the use of worked examples, as illustrated below.
INTRODUCTION TO PUM IL
The Instruction Language (IL) was developed as a programming language for a Programmable User Model (PUM). The PUM is a cognitive architecture which, when programmed with knowledge about a particular device, can yield predictions about likely user behaviour with that device. Therefore the IL is a language for describing the knowledge about a device that a prospective user needs. The details of the PUM are reported elsewhere (Young et al, 1989; Blandford and Young, 1995) . The IL is presented below. The process of conducting a full IL analysis can be broken down into 5 stages, as follows:
1. The first stage is to identify candidate task scenarios; these are ideally frequently performed tasks, or tasks that the analyst informally anticipates might be problematic.
2. The second stage is to identify conceptual objects and operations that the user will need to work with in performing the tasks.
3. The third stage is to express this knowledge of objects and operations in terms of the Instruction Language. At this stage, a corresponding model of the device should also be constructed. Difficulties are frequently found at this stage: it may be very hard to express the user's knowledge or inconsistencies between the user's knowledge and the device representation may be found. If great difficulties are found, analysis may finish here, with a report back on inconsistencies or on knowledge the user needs that is not readily available.
4. If a satisfactory consistent description has been produced then the analyst proceeds to hand-simulate the modelled behaviour of the interactive system; this may help identify further sources of difficulty.
5. Finally, if required, and if the model is sufficiently specified, an automatic simulation can be run to identify likely user behaviours with the system.
When used as a programming language to generate a running model, as in Young (1993, 1995) , the IL has to be written rigorously and formally. When used as a tool to aid thinking, for a less full and formal analysis in which the process of constructing and reasoning with the IL description is more important than the product, the IL description can be less formal. In the study reported here, we focused attention on stages 2-4; for all examples, stage 1 (problem definition / task statement) had already been done as part of the preparation work, and we did not aim to develop running models with the students. Therefore, we trained the students to use a semi-formal version of the IL.
Here, we give an introduction to the IL, and an example of its use, to support the discussion of method and results that follows.
Summary of Instruction Language
The IL is a declarative language for describing the knowledge users need to achieve any task with a device. The IL analyst's job is to describe what the user needs to know, and how any necessary information is made available to the user, so that the user can both perform the task and know when the goal has been achieved.
The IL description consists of three parts:
• a set of declarations, listing -the conceptual objects that the user is manipulating when working with the device (listing all object types, and maybe enumerating named objects), and -relationships between those objects, in the form of functional relations between objects of named types and also predicates that may hold true for objects of named types. For all relations, the analyst should declare whether or not the user can find out values of the relation by looking at the display.
• a description of the user's knowledge, consisting of
-the user's initial knowledge, in terms of functions and predicates that are declared to hold true (note: this is the user's knowledge, not necessarily the device state), and -the user's task, in terms of functions and predicates that should hold true in the goal state.
• a device description, listing -the device commands that are available, in terms of the way the device state changes as a result of the user issuing each command, -the initial device state, in terms of functions and predicates that hold true in that state, and -what information is displayed to the user.
One aspect of this description -that of conceptual operations -merits further expansion. Each operation is defined in terms of:
• the types of the objects involved in the operation (the arguments of the operation).
• the reason that a user would select this operation, in terms of functions and predicates the operation is relevant for achieving. This is the user-purpose of the operation.
• conditions that must hold true before the operation can achieve its user-purpose, and that the user would try to make true so that this operation can be invoked. These are preconditions for the operation. As discussed below, preconditions are conditions that the user might adopt as sub-goals, so for every precondition there must be another operation which has that condition as its user-purpose.
• conditions, called filters, that must hold true before this operation is considered for addressing its user-purpose. This includes conditions that the user cannot change (those for which there is no operation having that condition as its user-purpose), and conditions that the user would not make true simply to invoke this operation. For example, in the Mailtool example discussed in more detail below, one of the operations is to highlight a particular mail message in the current folder. For the tasks being considered, it would not make sense for the user to move a message to this folder just in order to highlight it, so the condition that the message is in the current folder is a filter, not a precondition.
• any effects of operations that users are expected to mentally track (i.e. predict, or anticipate, without necessarily checking that the effect has been achieved when the corresponding device command is issued). As a general heuristic, tracked effects are those that are predictable to the user and that match the user-purpose of the operation. (So side-effects are not generally tracked, and neither are the effects of operations for which the user does not have enough information to predict the effect on the device.)
• the corresponding device command.
One of the important considerations for the analyst constructing an IL description is how users know all the things they need to know in order to achieve their goals with this device. There are three sources of information: facts that the user knew at the beginning of the interaction and that do not change (e.g. the user of an automated teller machine must know the relevant personal identification number), information that is available from the display and information that must be tracked to be known. In many cases, an analysis that focuses just on this concern will highlight many of the usability problems with a device. In some instances, additional insights might be gained from hand-simulating the problem solving and external behaviour of the modelled user. Such hand-simulation can also be a good way to validate the IL description.
The simplest modelled behaviour is means-ends problem solving that takes account of changes in the device state. The user identifies operations to perform on the basis of "selection by purpose" -by identifying operations whose user purpose matches the current goal and whose filters are satisfied. If any preconditions are not satisfied, they are adopted as subgoals. When an operation with satisfied preconditions is selected, the user issues the corresponding device command and the user's knowledge of the device state changes in response to tracked information and perceived changes to the device state. This simplified account of the modelled user's cognition is sufficient to validate the IL descriptions produced by subjects in the study. It is too simple for modelling more complex behaviours.
Example of using IL
To illustrate the use of the IL, we take a brief example from the training material presented to students. This example was designed to introduce various IL concepts and their use. It concerns a chocolate vending machine. This machine offers a choice of three different kinds of chocolate bar. First the user puts in the money (50p), then she presses one of three buttons to choose the kind of bar she wants, then she takes the bar.
To encode this situation, we need to consider what the hungry user needs to know in order to satisfy her goal of eating a bar -say a Venus bar.
The IL description is built around the conceptual objects and operations, i.e. the things and actions that the user knows about. The relevant things are chocolate bars, coins, and so on. We classify each object as being of a particular type, and then we can start writing: There is room for some informality in this description. For example, the assertion userhas-cash(50p) might mean that the user knows she has (exactly) 50p of cash, that she has at least 50p of cash, or that she has a 50p coin. As long as the user has whatever coins the chocolate machine needs, the meaning can be left imprecise.
Just as we can use predicates to describe the initial situation, we can also use them to describe the desired situation. We encode the user's goal of wanting to have eaten a Venus bar as: TASK inside-user(venus-bar) We turn now to the conceptual operations that describe what the user can do. In this case, we consider three operations: paying for, selecting and then eating a bar:
user-has-cash(50p) tracked:
money-paid(50p) device-command:
insert-money (50p) select-bar(chocolate-bar: C) user-purpose: user-has(C) precond:
press-button(C)
eat-bar(chocolate-bar: C) user-purpose: inside-user(C) precond:
user-has(C) device-command:
chomp-chomp! For each operation, we have specified what its purpose is and what the corresponding device command is. Since the eat-bar operation does not involve interaction between the user and the machine, we give it a jokey "command". For two of the operations (select-bar and eat-bar), we have specified preconditions, which are conditions that must hold before the operation can achieve its purpose. For the third (pay-for-bar), we have specified a filter; this is also a condition which must hold before the operation can achieve its purpose, but is one that cannot be achieved within the closed world of this analysis, because we do not specify how she might go about obtaining any cash.
We have also specified that the money-paid is tracked by the user. This means that the predicate is remembered by the user. After this operation has been done, the user then knows that the money has been paid. This is important, because the vending machine does not visibly change state in any way -for example, it does not have a counter displaying how much money it has received -so if the user did not track the information, she would not know that the money had been put into the machine, and perhaps might put 50p in again, … and again ...
We have described the device informally; we need to make that description slightly more rigorous: INITIAL DEVICE STATE in-machine(venus-bar) in-machine(mars-bar) in-machine(pluto-bar) DEVICE COMMAND insert-money has effect that machine is ready to dispense one bar. Device state does not change visibly. press-button (C) has effect that the machine dispenses bar of type C. Bar is visible.
We are now in a position to trace out by hand how the specified model will behave. The model has two core principles that drive its behaviour:
Selection by purpose: If the user has a goal G, and if there is an operation O with a userpurpose that matches G and whose filters are satisfied, then the model will choose O -or one of those operations, if there are several.
Precondition subgoaling: If the model has chosen an operation O, and if it has precondition(s) P that are not satisfied, then the model stays committed to executing O but first sets up the goal(s) of achieving P.
Figure 2 illustrates how the modelled user acquires goals and commitments, and selects actions to achieve goals. Starting at the top-left and moving down, the figure shows how goals and commitments get adopted by matching preconditions and user-purposes. Once the user becomes committed to an operation (pay-for-bar) whose preconditions are satisfied, the user can start acting (shown in ovals), and through tracking and visible effects the user's knowledge of the state of the device is updated until (top right) the goal of the task is achieved. 
Constructing an IL description
As illustrated in the example above, familiarity with the syntax alone is not enough to enable novices to write useful IL descriptions. For example, they need to understand how to reason with preconditions and filters, and to trace what the modelled user knows. The ability to assess their own descriptions critically is also needed. The page of heuristics given to students summarised the important points regarding the process of writing a description (e.g. that it is an iterative activity) and the syntax (e.g. that one way users gain knowledge of the state of the device is by tracking the effects of operations; that the user model might select an operation whose preconditions were not satisfied, and would sub-goal to achieve a precondition, but would not select that operation if a filter was unsatisfied). These heuristics focused on the process of constructing an IL description, rather than hand-simulation or reasoning with the description to analyse usability difficulties.
Method
The study was based around 6 hours' training, delivered to a group of 16 HCI students. Most of them (13 out of 16) were trainee software engineers; the other 3 were psychology students. Participants received free lunches and were given course credit for attending. There was no drop-out; all subjects who attended the training contributed also to the data collected.
Subjects were asked to work in (self-selected) pairs for much of the time, and these pairs were each allocated, at random, to one of two groups. These groups worked on different test examples. Before the training, subjects discussed one of the test examples in pairs, then individually wrote brief usability assessments of that example. Following the training, subjects wrote IL descriptions (in pairs) and brief usability assessments (individually) of the other example. Finally, students filled in feedback forms indicating their views on the IL and the training. This design is summarised in The training examples were designed to introduce students gradually to the important features of the Instruction Language. Students were introduced to the syntax of the language and to the idea of hand-simulating the user's changes in goals and knowledge. Discussion also covered the process of writing the IL and the choice of representation.
We also covered three important but subtle points: that the same device action can correspond to two or more different conceptual operations (i.e. that users can do the same thing for different reasons), that the same device object can correspond to information about different things, and that when there are alternative ways by which users can know something, they might select one rather than the other. In particular, users might sometimes incorrectly predict ("track") the effects of actions and assume that the action has the predicted effect without explicitly checking it. This can be important if there are aspects of the design that users might predict incorrectly, as discussed below in the context of the Mailtool example.
THE TEST PROBLEMS
The test problems were chosen to strike a balance between ease of writing an IL description and likelihood of that analysis yielding insights into the usability of the device. In the hands of an experienced analyst, most of the insights into usability difficulties with a device come from the exercise of trying to write an IL and failing to do it in a complete and consistent way. Novices would be unable to distinguish between difficulties that were due to their inexperience and difficulties that were due to real design problems. Since the main question being addressed in this research was how effectively students could write IL descriptions after one day's training, the devices selected for analysis were mature, consistent and usable enough for novice IL writers to be able to write an IL description.
The "Windows" example
The "Windows" example involves describing the task of resizing a window on the Macintosh so that a complete picture can be seen, and then returning it to its original size (Figure 3 ). Students were told how windows are moved and resized on the Macintosh. They were asked to consider a scenario in which someone is comparing the contents of the two windows and wants to temporarily view the whole of a big picture in the lower window by resizing that window to about three-quarters of the screen height, and then restoring it to its present state. For this scenario, the window can only be enlarged if it is moved first, and it must then be made smaller before being returned to its original position (because otherwise the resize box disappears off the bottom of the screen). Our model answer includes three conceptual operations: to resize the window, to move it so that it can be resized, and to move it to get it to a particular location on the screen (see Appendix). In this case, all the information users need is available to them from the screen, so they do not need to track any information. However, the "task" consists of two tasks, to be achieved in sequence. For the first (enlarging the window), the user needs to move the window before it can be resized; the order constraint is imposed by the device. For the second (reducing its size), the user must resize the window before moving it, otherwise the resize box disappears off the bottom of the screen; as the order is not constrained by the device, users may make order errors.
The "Mailtool" example
The "Mailtool" example involves describing the task of sorting mail messages from two folders into a third one. At any time, some folder has been "loaded" into the tool, and the headers of the messages it contains are displayed in a scrollable list. The user can load a folder of messages and can move a message from the currently loaded folder to some other folder. The tool has a slot named Folder which can hold the name of a single folder (see Figure 4 ). Students were told how a user can load a folder, move a message, and highlight a particular message. Students were asked to analyse a scenario in which a user was sorting messages, selecting some of the messages from two different folders and moving them to a third folder.
Students writing IL descriptions of this scenario were prompted to consider two cases: where the user looks at the screen to maintain knowledge of the state of the device, and where the user mentally tracks the effects of some operations without checking the display. This task is more complex than the Windows one. Firstly, there are two ways to achieve loading a folder and moving a message ("quickly", if the name of the required folder is already shown in the "folder" slot, and "slowly", explicitly naming the folder, otherwise); the user would select these operations in different circumstances, which should be specified in the IL. Secondly, there is one location on the display that contains the name of a folder; this might be the folder that is currently loaded, or the one to which messages are being moved. The user has to track which folder is currently loaded, has to track which folder messages are moved to, but can look at the screen to see which folder name is displayed on the screen. This is a case where one display item serves two purposes. Thirdly, if the user does not rely on the screen for information, but tracks the names of the "from" and "to" folders then she may make errors by failing to note that the "to" folder name has changed when she only intended to change the name of the "from" folder. A detailed analysis of this example is presented by .
THE DATA COLLECTED
To address the main question, how effectively students could be taught to write IL descriptions after a day's training, the data collected were:
• the IL descriptions of the Mailtool and Windows examples.
• video recordings of half of the pairs (2 for each example) constructing their IL descriptions. The pairs were those who volunteered; the main consideration was how comfortable they, as non-native English speakers, felt about working entirely in English for this session.
• video debriefings of the remaining pairs, in which they were asked to talk through how they had constructed their IL descriptions.
• feedback forms on which the students were asked to give their views of the qualities of the training, and which concepts they found easy or hard to grasp.
To assess the subsidiary question, whether using the IL makes a discernible difference to the kinds of usability assessments the students make, the main sources of information were the pre-and post-training written usability assessments, which the students wrote individually. Video data was also used to establish a more detailed understanding of how the writing of the IL influenced the assessments.
Finally, in order to assess whether other individual factors might have influenced the results, students were asked to provide brief details of their academic backgrounds and prior experience with computer systems of the types used in the test examples.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
The tutors devised a marking scheme for the IL descriptions by agreeing a set of criteria on which to mark, weighting those criteria to reflect their relative importance (in the views of the tutors), then allocating a mark to each IL description using a scale of 0-4 for each criterion. Criteria covered both appropriate use of syntax and broader concerns such as consistency, completeness and accuracy of the description. The tutors independently assessed the IL descriptions produced both quantitatively and qualitatively, identifying omissions, misconceptions, inappropriate use of the syntax, etc. The assessment made just on the basis of the students' written output was verified against the corresponding video data and also information from the students' feedback forms.
The pre-and post-training usability assessments written by the students were analysed in terms of all the statements made by the students. These were assigned to one of three categories: design recommendations (suggesting how the design might be modified to overcome any problems identified); usability issues that would not emerge as a result of doing an IL analysis; and usability issues that could emerge as a result of doing an IL analysis. The allocation of statements to categories was verified by the second tutor assigning statements to the three categories blind.
Points of contrast between the pre-training and post-training reports were established. As explained earlier, it was not anticipated that students would gain substantial design insights as a result of writing IL descriptions, because the designs selected for analysis were chosen to be clear and consistent enough for students to be able, in principle, to write IL descriptions of them; therefore, they had few outstanding knowledge-based usability problems. However, we wished to compare the types of usability points raised in the pre-and post-training in terms of both content and the way the issues were expressed.
The video data was also analysed. The framework in Figure 1 motivated the video analysis, focusing our attention on phenomena that the framework's first two modelling links highlight as underpinning the modelling process: the skills required to translate the design problems into the IL notation, and evidence of whether or not IL helped students to understand the problems. These provided the initial categories to begin classifying segments of the verbal transcripts produced from the videos (as presented in Section 3.3). Additional categories were created during analysis to reflect emergent themes, as discussed in Section 4.
Results
In our presentation of results, we aim to draw out points of general interest, in relation to training practitioners in the application of semi-formal user-centred techniques, rather than points that are specific to the IL.
In the following sections, direct quotations from students' reports and video protocols are used to illustrate particular points. The students are labelled according to pairs ("Mailtool" pairs are numbered 1-4, and "Windows" pairs are 5-8), with individuals in each pair labelled A and B.
HOW WELL DID STUDENTS LEARN TO WRITE IL?
To address this question, we looked at the marks allocated to the students' IL descriptions, and also the tutors' qualitative assessments of those descriptions. The 'bottom line' quantitative marks for the students' IL descriptions ranged from 52% to 89%, with the average being 71%. Obviously, there are no strong claims that can be made about this figure, beyond it being some measure that most students wrote syntactically good IL descriptions and were able to grasp the main principles of the IL.
The real interest comes in the aspects of the IL that students consistently failed to attend to, or consistently misused (e.g. using categories inappropriately):
• students produced high standard descriptions of objects, functions/predicates and conceptual operations. They showed a good understanding of basic concepts.
• many students simply omitted several other categories, such as defining initial states, tasks or device effects, from their descriptions.
• most students did not specify in detail what users would know and how, or what the effects of an operation would be and how the device state would change. In some instances, students failed to make an adequate distinction between the user description and the device description.
• similarly, aspects of the IL description that depended on the students hand-simulating the modelled user's cognition were not well attended to. So, for example, there were several instances where students specified preconditions that could not be satisfied.
In summary, students were able to produce IL descriptions that were largely syntactically correct but they omitted aspects of the problem that are described primarily to support handsimulation.
DOES USING THE IL MAKE A DISCERNIBLE DIFFERENCE TO THE KINDS OF USABILITY ASSESSMENTS THE STUDENTS MAKE?
As already discussed, the test material was such that users were not going to identify major usability problems as a result of writing IL descriptions. Also, the students had already received a good basic training in usability analysis, as part of their course on HCI. Consequently, the differences between the pre-and post-training analyses were fairly subtle; the main point of interest was how the analyses differed qualitatively.
Windows
Most pairs working on this problem did not complete their IL descriptions. Process data of pairs working shows that the main reason is that they had difficulties deciding how to represent window locations and sizes, and how to describe the user's task.
Most pairs focused on the enlarging task (for which the usability difficulties are very minor) and paid less attention to the second (making the window smaller) task, for which we might have expected more of them to spot the potential order error (of moving the window before resizing it). Some pairs only considered the first task, so were unlikely to spot aspects of the design that were pertinent only to the second.
Most subjects, in both the pre-training and the post-training, outlined the sequence of actions the user would have to perform to achieve the tasks. These descriptions varied in their user-centredness, in terms of the reasoning they gave, or implied, for the assertion. At one end we have the prescriptive:
[S.1A, pre-training]: I don't really see the big problem. You can solve it by 4 to 5 operations on the lower window: #1: move lower window in upper direction #2: resize lower window #3: resize lower window to a size smaller than its original size #4: move the lower window back to its original spot #5: resize the lower window so its bottom side is back at the bottom side of the screen.
At the other, we have statements such as:
[S.8A, post-training]: A window cannot be resized any further than the bottom of the window. When the user is resizing and she hits the bottom of the screen, the window can no longer be resized. When she wants the window to be bigger, she has to move the window up first and then continue the resizing.
For this example, both pre-and post-training subjects were in a position to identify the main problems, as shown in Table 2 . The main points of contrast were as follows:
• while all of the pre-training reports included design recommendations (of ways to modify the design to relieve the problem), fewer of the post-training reports included such recommendations.
• the pre-training students made a wide range of usability observations. Of these, 8 were points that we might reasonably have expected to emerge as a result of doing an IL analysis, and the other 6 were usability points that were not IL related. So, for example, general comments about sequences of fewer actions being easier to learn, comments that relate to screen layout, and speculations about the mouse not working would not emerge directly from an IL analysis, whereas comments about order errors and the user knowing how big to make the window can be related directly to an IL analysis.
• the pre-training subjects achieved a better balance than the post-training subjects in considering the two sub-tasks (make the window bigger, then make it smaller). (In table  2 the first 4 of the IL-related usability points relate to the first task, and the remaining 4 to the second; in the pre-training, 9 comments relate to the first task and 11 to the second; in the post-training the split is 13:8). Evidence from the IL descriptions and the video data suggests that this is because most of the post-training subjects focused their attention on the first task, and did not consider the second properly.
• the two IL-related usability points made by most of the pre-training subjects referred to the sequence of actions the user would have to perform to achieve the task. Posttraining subjects are less prescriptive. 
IL-relevant usability issues
When making the window bigger, the user must move then resize
The user does not know how big the window should be for the picture to fit in x x x window cannot be enlarged if size box is at bottom of screen
The user might not understand why she needs t o move the lower window before resizing it
x If the resize box is off the screen, the user must move the window before resizing / A window can only be resized if the resize button is visible
To restore the window to its present state the user must resize the window then move it back (then maybe adjust the size again)
x x x x x x x x
The user cannot properly define the desired size before moving it back x x x x x x Order error: user might try to move title bar to old position and resize it to fit screen, but this i s impossible because the resize box then falls off the screen x x Table 2 : usability points made by subjects in pre-and post-training reports on the Windows example In summary, this task was one where it was easy to spot the difficulties. These students had a good general HCI training prior to the IL training day so, not surprisingly, they could all describe the problem. There is a trend away from prescription (on the user -"the user must do this then this then this to achieve the goals" -and on the device -"the way to fix this is to have multiple resize boxes") towards an analysis based on the user's knowledge (e.g. "The user does not know…" or "The user might not understand…").
Mailtool
All pairs working on the Mailtool example produced descriptions that were syntactically of a high standard. However, all included two functions that corresponded to loaded-folder()=folder and selected-folder()=folder. That is, rather than distinguishing folders in a way that was relevant to the user's tasks (i.e. which folder messages are being moved from and which they are being moved to), they made a more device-oriented total: 14 total: 10 total: 20 total: 8 total: 5 total: 21 distinction (which folder is loaded, and which appears in the "folder" slot). This made it less likely that any of them would identify one particular usability problem -that users might lose track of which folder was loaded and which messages were being moved to, and hence move some messages to the wrong place.
MAILTOOL
pre-training subjects post-training subjects Design recommendations
5A 5B 6A 6B 7A 7B 8A 8B 1A 1B 2A 2B 3A 3B 4A 4B allow user to move multiple messages at one time If you click on the MOVE button while a folder name is already in the folder slot, the message will be moved to the folder it is already in.
It might be confusing that there are two ways of loading and/or moving.
x x x
In the task there was only one folder to which you had to move messages. So in this task there wasn't a problem of tracking the slot value.
x x if you had to move messages to two files then this default thing would cause problems.
x the user might lose track of which folder is the move-to folder x x x x before you can select a message, the folder it's in has to be open x x Identification of this problem depends on recognising that the user might rely on tracking information that is actually available on the screen, with the qualifying statement that if the user always relies on the screen she should not experience problems. Some of the students recognised that there might be a problem in this area (see Table 3 ), but did not articulate it very clearly. The main points of contrast are as follows:
• while all of the pre-training reports included design recommendations (suggesting ways to modify the design to relieve identified problems), the post-training reports included fewer such recommendations.
• although many of the pre-training subjects suggested introducing another folder slot, the post-training subjects stated more clearly why this is required.
• the post-training students made IL-related usability points with higher frequency than pre-training subjects.
In summary, there is, as noted above for the windows example, evidence of a move towards a more user-centred way of expressing their insights. Table 4 summarises the numbers of different points made by subjects in their pre-and posttraining reports on the two examples. Linear modelling of the data shows that there is no main effect of problem type (Windows vs. Mailtool), nor of training (pre-test vs. post-test), nor of subject group (Windows first vs. Mailtool first), thereby indicating that there are no unwanted differences between groups or problems, and that there is no overall effect of the training on the total number of comments made by the students. However, there is a significant effect (p < .05) of the interaction between category type (design recommendation vs. IL-related usability point) and training, indicating that the training does seem to have an effect on the kind of comments that students make.
The interaction was examined in more detail by means of chi-squared tests applied to the data for the Windows and Mailtool examples separately. As is apparent from inspection of table 4, the tests confirm that for the Mailtool example there is a significant tendency (p < .02) for the students to shift from making design recommendations before the training to making ILrelated usability points after the training. For the Windows example (table 2) , there is a slight shift in the same direction, but it is not significant (p ≈ .5).
Given that students had just received intensive exposure to the IL, it is hardly surprising that their post-test results show a shift away from design recommendations to IL-informed usability insights. In some cases this might be seen as a negative asset (new design solutions being of more value than a deeper understanding of a problem -particularly when that understanding depends on time-consuming analysis). There are many cases in which the costs of analysis outweigh the benefits, but there are also cases (e.g. Bellotti, Blandford, Duke, MacLean, May & Nigay, 1996) in which a deeper understanding of the problem can help the designer generate workable solutions to it. PUM analysis does not replace good craft skill, but is a technique that can be invoked when appropriate. This study did not address the utility of modelling, but was concerned with the development of modelling skill; this result indicates that such a skill is being developed.
The views of students
As well as conclusions we can draw from the data, we also have the views of the students on the role of the IL in informing their usability assessments. They were asked: "In the exercises, to what extent did using the IL give you insights into the interface design problems, or help you to spot the problems more easily?" Seven students wrote comments similar to the following three:
Anon: helpful -keep in mind that users are liable not to track effects S.3B: ... Without the IL, I'd probably say too easily "just move this file" without thinking about subgoals. Although the framework in Section 1 was not presented to students, this last comment very clearly describes the links presented there (iterating from design representation to problem insights and design recommendations). This indicates that this student's view of the role of modelling matches that presented in Section 1.
Three students were less positive about the usefulness of IL. Their comments included:
S.6A: IL seemed more a way of modelling a problem after you identified one S.6B: specifying everything is problematic; tracking information and filters sometimes produced useful insight. Is it worth the trouble for the designer??
This suggests a general perception that the IL may have some benefit, in encouraging people to consider user knowledge and user behaviour in more detail than they would do otherwise. However, after such a short exposure to the technique, the assessments are inconclusive.
Summary
Overall, the main points of contrast between the pre-and post-training results were not in the number of usability points raised, but in the justifications given for them. For example in the pre-training we have:
S.1B [Windows] : Problems: to make the lower window larger, the user had to move the window upwards. When restoring the window it's impossible for the user to get the right size, so the user makes it smaller than its original size, places it back and then re-sizes again. This can be contrasted with some of the justifications given in the post-training, such as:
The task is essentially about resizing the lower window. The user might not understand why she should need to move it first. This was the main problem in writing out the IL: to make explicit the relation between resizing and moving. Whereas the pre-training justifications tended to refer to general principles of good design, or to the action sequence a user would have to perform, post-training justifications were more likely to refer to how the user would know things, or misconceptions the user might have.
HOW DO TRAINEE SOFTWARE ENGINEERS USE IL AFTER ONE DAY'S TRAINING?
In this section, we look at the process of using IL to tackle design problems, drawing mainly on process data captured on video. How did students reason with the formalism when analysing the problem? Did using the notation draw attention to relevant issues, or provide insight into user cognition? Although the present data are drawn from novice performance, such questions are, of course, critical for assessing the longer term potential of IL as a tool for reasoning in real design. The video data was gathered to provide insight into the process of ILuse (as opposed to analysing just the product at the end of the session).
Characterising the overall process of using IL
One aspect of the cognitive load on IL beginners is remembering what has to be addressed for an IL to be complete in a grammatical sense; clearly it can be used in a more or less effective way. The students were provided with a single sheet summary of IL and a list of heuristics giving guidance on how to write it. The summary sheet was observed to be a valuable template for them when they came to construct their own IL specifications, cueing them to the elements they had to consider in order to get going. This template was followed in a loosely serial manner, starting with Objects, then Functions, followed by Predicates, and then the Operations. In the videoed exercise, students were observed to memorise the structure at the level of Operations, which have a micro-structure of slots to be filled (user-purpose, precondition, filter, tracked-information, device-command) ; some pairs learned to write down this template from memory as soon as they began to specify a new operation.
The overall IL authoring process is best described as loosely serial. Students declared some obvious Objects, Predicates and Functions based on the problem scenario description, then revised, deleted and added to these as they reasoned in more detail about specific operations. The iterative nature of IL construction had also been stressed repeatedly in the teaching and class exercises. This is consistent with studies on design and programming cognition (Siddiqui, 1985; Guindon, 1990; Visser, 1990) which have reported that opportunistic strategies are overlaid on textbook top-down design and programming methodologies.
Another well-documented approach to design reasoning is that of reasoning about specific scenarios of system or user behaviour (Young and Barnard, 1987; Karat & Karat, 1992; Carroll, 1995) . Scenario-based reasoning is, in a sense, embedded in IL. For instance, walking through a user task sheds light on how Objects, Predicates and Functions should be (re)expressed from a user point of view. Similarly, in order to specify the user-purpose or what information is tracked for a particular operation, one must reason explicitly about user cognition by imagining the user performing the task in question-why are they doing this, and what information must they keep track of? Developing an IL specification encourages software engineers to construct user-centred scenarios.
Reasoning with IL constructs
One important role for any notation is to alert analysts to particular issues. The students' use of IL could be observed in the video transcripts, as in the following examples.
Reasoning about user-purpose
In the following example (taken from the Windows problem), the requirement to specify the user-purpose for the resize-window operation leads the subjects to an insight about enlarging and reducing windows-that the user purposes of doing so, and hence the criteria for judging whether a window is small or large enough, are very different.
Pair 7 -Windows:
[they discuss: do we need to specify that the user-purpose of resizing is to enlarge or to reduce?]
S.7B The user-purpose of enlarging is to see the contents of that window, and the user-purpose of reducing is to make another window visible S.7A becomes very complicated -two resize functions -confusing.
S.7B resizing one window to see another window -that's complicated. First let's try enlarge.
[First operation "resize-window" is changed to "enlarge- This extract also illustrates how the need for two functions to express resizing highlighted a possible source of user confusion, and how walking through the task highlighted the fact that the design of Macintosh windows means that the lower one cannot be resized without first moving it.
Reasoning about tracked information
At one point, Pair 4 discussed tracking for all the operations. They returned to this issue 23 minutes later when considering a more expert user:
S.4A so you don't see what is selected -I don't see the problem -you're already tracking things, but not the selected folder... we said it was a side-effect S.4B [finds their IL, and notes that the move-to-folder operation has an entry for tracking the active folder and that the selected folder side-effect is visually detected. S.4B notes that in the new situation]-The user can see it, but won't -he tracks it now -he remembers it.
There are three features of interest here. Firstly, it is a good example of how an IL can be used as a cognitive resource to assist reasoning about the design. Initially, the tracked slot in the Operations schema provides a checklist of things the designer must consider; while one could simply tell designers to "think about what the user must bear in mind", the more structured IL representation seems to be a richer resource in this respect. The students coordinate their discussion by moving systematically around the IL from one operation to another.
Secondly, in the above extract, the IL acts as a resource to help answer a 'what if' question: what if the user does not look at the screen? The students are able to interpret this new scenario relative to the current state of the IL, by going to the relevant IL element (tracking).
However, and this is the third point, this particular pair do not deduce that non-visual tracking in the new scenario may lead to problems (the user may fail to track which folder is active). What this demonstrates is appropriate internal use of IL (within the closed world of IL), but failure to identify the external problem.
Reasoning about preconditions
In IL, before a particular operation can address its user-purpose, its preconditions must be satisfied. For the analyst using IL, this is an opportunity to assess whether the user can reasonably be expected to know what these are, and how to satisfy them.
In the extract below, Pair 6 explain the problems which they anticipate for the user in terms of preconditions to operations which must be satisfied, and also with respect to the information which must be mentally tracked.
Pair 6 -Windows debriefing S.6A at the end we had some problems with locations and sizes.
we had 2 operations for move-window ... and we had resize-window to size:S S.6B and somehow we wanted to relate these two, because it was similar to the other problem where in order to resize the window you have to move it, but how is the user going to know this?
S.6A so we didn't know how to express that there was no room to resize the window ...
S.
6B so what we asked in the end was: is it sensible for the user to know the preconditions and the tracking information and everything, and we decided no, it's not sensible to require the user to know where he's going to locate the window in order to resize it.
The IL has given the students a vocabulary for reasoning about how users know things about the device, and where that knowledge comes from.
Discussion
As stated in the introduction, the aims of the work reported here have been relatively modest: to establish how trainee software engineers use the "PUM Instruction Language" (IL) after a day's training. We have explored the use of different types of data collection in helping us assess the level of understanding students acquire in this time. In the course of this, we have also used the study to develop a better understanding of the nature of expertise in using IL. We now re-visit issues raised earlier about the role of formality, the centrality of the underlying theory, and the nature of craft skill.
THE ROLE OF FORMALITY
As discussed above, a grounding in the theory and systematic application of a particular formalism equips a designer with a conceptual framework with which to examine problems, which can then lead into more rigorous application of the formalism if the problem is particularly complex. For example, using IL sensitises one to 'tracked information', and in cases where tracking seems to be significant the analyst can do a fuller investigation to establish what the consequences of users tracking information might be. As discussed in Section 3.3, students were observed to be using the notation as a resource to support their reasoning in this way.
As expert analysts, the tutors would not normally write a full IL description of all aspects of a substantial design; rather, they would identify important aspects of the design, generate interesting candidate scenarios, and sketch out important bits of IL description at a suitable level of detail-from fairly informal as a rough tool for reasoning, to a complete portion of IL code generating a running model. Novices do not have the experience to enable them to do this, or might do it inappropriately. For example, Pair 4 introduced a new category side-effect, which expressed something they wanted to say (that an action has a side-effect, which the user needs to be aware of), but also served to obscure some difficulties that users might experience.
Another factor that determines the rigour with which a formalism is used is its role as a vehicle for communication between designers. The video data shows several incidents where partners initially used the same terms to mean different things; it was as they moved from general discussion to IL description that they recognised and resolved these ambiguities and reached a common understanding of the problem. In this sense, the formality served to reduce ambiguities in their communication with each other.
Although there were no overall measurable differences in performance that could be accounted for by students' different backgrounds, one of the psychology students commented, unprompted, that a semiformal language was a good way to bridge between computer scientists and psychologists, since it gave them a vocabulary they could both work with: S.2A: maybe because of being a psychology student I'm not (very) used to using this formal language (it looks a bit like programming to me!) … It's a very nice way to communicate with other people (especially computer science students) since it's very structured
In contrast, some of the computer scientists noted on their feedback forms that they would have preferred a more formal presentation of the syntax of the IL: An understanding of how knowledge is used within a running model provides the most useful guide to what should be expressed in the IL (as the analyst envisions how the user knowledge would affect the behaviour of a running model), but this understanding is not available to novices.
There is a tension between the requirement to allow the language to be used flexibly as a tool to aid the analyst's thinking, and the requirement to gain leverage on the problem by exploiting the constraints of the language and the underlying theory. However, it is clearly not possible for students to appreciate this difference, or acquire deep theoretical knowledge, in a matter of hours.
CENTRALITY OF THE UNDERLYING THEORY
As discussed by Blandford and Young (1996) , there are some issues for which the analysis can be done simply in terms of users' knowledge, and others for which various depths of understanding of the underlying cognitive theory is necessary. The two test examples differ significantly in terms of the role played by the underlying theory in guiding the analyst towards insights.
For the Windows example, the main insights are gained through the experience of describing the task scenario in terms of the Instruction Language. For example, by specifying that having the resize box visible is a precondition for being able to resize the window, and therefore having to specify an operation whose purpose is to make the box visible, the analyst has to make an explicit statement that there are different reasons for moving a window, and that if the window has to be both moved and re-sized there might be order constraints on these two operations. Most students who specified such operations in the IL were able to draw the appropriate inferences about the real world consequences of their IL descriptions.
In contrast, for Mailtool the main insights come from hand-simulating the modelled user's cognition. For example, the means by which the modelled user knows things (by looking or by tracking) is central to the analysis. If student analysts do not interpret their IL descriptions in terms of the consequences of different descriptions on the modelled user's knowledge, they cannot gain the main insights. Students made several usability points in the post-test reportse.g. "the user might lose track of which folder is the move-to folder" -that reflect an IL-informed understanding of the problem, but omitted points that would have emerged from extended hand-simulation. The greater dependence of the Mailtool problem on model-based reasoning (as opposed to simply representing the problem in a particular notation) probably accounts for the greater shift from design recommendations to IL-related usability points when compared to the Windows problem (see Section 3.2).
The question of how much theory novice analysts need to understand before they can exploit a user modelling technique has been faced by the developers of other theory-based approaches; the answer which seems to be emerging in relation to PUM and the IL is that it depends on the issue that is being modelled. Profound insights are not cheap; the better an analyst's understanding of the underlying theory, the more likely it is that the modelling will achieve useful results. In terms of selecting training examples, the depth of theoretical understanding needed to identify usability difficulties is one important dimension on which to base selection.
IDENTIFYING AND ENCAPSULATING CRAFT SKILL
Whilst HCI design formalisms offer the designer more rigorous ways to represent and reason about a design, their effective application often assumes a significant degree of informal craft skill. All too often, papers focus on the relationship between a design formalism and the domain to be represented, stopping short of addressing the crucial issue of its use in practice: are designers able to use the formalism effectively by making appropriate connections between the formal description and the domain implications (Feather, 1993) ? Formalisms cannot be meaningfully evaluated if their application in practice is ignored. There are substantial, hidden skills involved in making a design formalism practically useful, and for a variety of reasons (e.g. deriving from the traditional engineering and science cultures) these skills often remain unarticulated (Bowers, 1991; Subrahmanian, Konda, Levy, Reich, Westerberg & Monarch, 1993) .
As is widely recognised, the development of training materials can help experts to identify some aspects of their skill; the requirement to produce heuristics, templates and examples can all help the expert to articulate essential components of their skill. However, in practice, there was little evidence in the video protocols of students referring to the list of IL heuristics. It was much more common for them to refer to the template that specified the IL syntax, or to one of the training examples, to check how the IL had actually been used there. This suggests that while there is a value in making heuristics explicit, particularly as a tool for the trainer, they are less useful as a resource for students than the template that summarises the notation and also other examples, from which they extrapolate. This, in turn, suggests that the role of examples in encapsulating and communicating craft skill needs to be further developed.
There are certain aspects of craft skill that were found to cause particular difficulties in the study. The first is reasoning explicitly with the cognitive theory (e.g. in hand-simulation) and using an understanding of the theory to determine whether a particular notational relaxation is appropriate or not, as discussed above in relation to 'side-effects'. Two other difficulties that emerged were that of identifying an appropriate level of detail for description, and making a clear distinction between the device state and what the user knows about that state.
Specifying IL at the right level of detail
One of the hardest decisions when using any representational technique is to analyse at the right level of detail. Difficulties with this have been observed in studies of designers learning to use new design formalisms, such as argumentative design rationale (Buckingham Shum, MacLean, Bellotti & Hammond, 1997 ), a cognitive modelling expert system (Buckingham Shum & Hammond, 1994a ) and a notation for describing the ontology of a system (Blandford & Green, 1997) . This also proved to be a difficult issue for some of the students learning IL.
The excerpt below illustrates the issue of level of description with respect to whether preconditions need to include device commands: The general answer to the question, "Do I need to specify X...?" is "It depends on what you're analysing". However, choosing the level of description is difficult for beginners because it requires considerable familiarity with the notation to know how it can be used in different ways. Of course, analysing at the right level is partly dependent on human factors skill independent of IL expertise. That being the case, however, it would still be useful for trainees to see examples of IL working at different levels, with the rationale laid out explicitly for the way in which it has been used. Armed with these different examples, they would then have a greater awareness of the representational options available to them.
Distinguishing between device state and user knowledge
One of the central tenets of the PUM approach (Young, Green and Simon, 1989) is that a language like IL should be sufficiently similar to a conventional high level programming or specification language for software engineering skills to transfer, with minor adjustment, to user-centred analysis. Preconditions and end-states are familiar concepts to computer scientists. However, this familiarity with languages for specifying device behaviour is a double-edged sword. Whilst it may enable designers to use their existing expertise to reason about users in a new way, it may also have the unfortunate side-effect of leading them back into their more familiar device-centred mode of thinking, because it is so similar to what they are used to doing.
Students had little difficulty in writing syntactically correct IL descriptions. For example, they made sure all variables were bound, and definitions of objects, functions and predicates did not present a problem. Thus they seemed able to exploit their general programming expertise in writing IL descriptions. However, transfer of this expertise is not without its problems.
For example, for Mailtool, all pairs of students defined just one selected-folder()=folder. Some of them also defined a loaded-folder()=folder. This identifies folders in terms of which one is loaded and which one is displayed in the "folder" slot-i.e. still reflects the device representation. This contrasts with a task-oriented description, using selected-from and selected-to folders, the task being to "move messages from this folder to that one". The fact that students split the world up in a subtly different way accounts for the fact that none of them clearly articulated what we had identified as the main problem with this device.
Their computer science background appeared to influence one pair's choice of representation more extremely, leading them to describe an ideal device that did not match the description they were given. Reference to the video data for this pair suggests that the main reason for their producing an inaccurate description was that they were thinking of messages and folders as being similar, so they provided similar operations (select-message and select-folder) to manipulate them.
S.1A: Do we need an operation "select message"? -because we don't have an operation "select folder"
This would appear to be motivated by a general HCI principle, and good design practice, of being consistent, but fails to describe the essential features of this device in this situation.
Students were clearly aware of this difficulty, and several expressed the view that distinguishing between the device state and the user's knowledge of that state was: S.7A: quite hard, because most of us were looking at the problem from an implementer's point of view
Making the conceptual shift required to adopt a user-centred perspective is not something which IL as a notation on its own can enforce, but which it can encourage. The examples above illustrate both advantages and dangers of IL's intentional similarity to computer science languages.
A REVISED FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF MODELLING IN DESIGN
EVALUATION
In Section 1 we presented a framework for understanding model-based usability analysis. We can relate the results of this study back to that framework. Figure 5 is a revised version of Figure 1 , adding further links to support the discussion here. In particular, we have divided Link 2 to include an explicit step of model-based reasoning (applying the underlying cognitive theory) and added Link 0, which represents craft-based insights. The pre-training usability reports (Section 3.2) can be characterised as showing students traversing Links 0 and 3, using craft skill to identify various usability issues ("insights") and propose design solutions. In contrast, the post-training reports, which followed the generation of IL descriptions (Link 1) focused more on expressing insights and the rationale for them (relating them to the modelling representation), with fewer design recommendations. Traversal of Link 3 was not emphasised in the training.
We can look at links 1 and 2 and assess how easy it was for the novices to traverse them. For the students working on the Windows example, there were clear difficulties in traversing Link 1, because of their difficulty in finding an appropriate representation of the design problem, but when an appropriate representation was found, traversal of Link 2 was unproblematic. Traversing Link 2 depended largely on exploiting the notational affordances of the IL.
The students working on the Mailtool example had little difficulty with Link 1 or with Link 2 -with using the surface features of the representation to yield modelling insights. However, the aspects of the problem that demanded more explicit model-based reasoning (such as handsimulation) gave difficulties. This is largely because using the representation to gain insights actually involved applying the PUM cognitive theory in a way that they, as novices, were not yet equipped to do. This is an example of a design problem for which it is more appropriate to split Link 2 into two components (Links 2A and 2B) to describe the role of the cognitive theory in supporting reasoning.
Conclusions
Design and evaluation formalisms need to be usable. It is the responsibility of those developing such formalisms to understand and encapsulate the process skills required to apply them effectively in design. It can be as hard to articulate these skills as it is for a programmer to appreciate how a new system will be used by a beginner.
We have presented a case study of training software engineering students to use the PUM Instruction Language, and evaluated the degree of IL expertise acquired in the course of one day's training.
Results indicate that 6 hours was long enough for students to gain a good understanding of the surface syntax of the IL and to relate their descriptions to usability issues, but not to comprehend the significance of their IL descriptions in cases that depend on a deeper understanding of the theoretical model (requiring hand-simulation).
As is widely recognised, the process of developing and delivering training material forces one to reflect upon and encode methodological and other informal process skills (such as heuristics) which are regularly deployed in using the formalism. We have also shown how empirical studies of the approach in use can expose aspects of the approach which were assumed on the part of the expert, but were not clearly communicated. For example, the different demands imposed by different design problems had not been clearly recognised. Video data also showed how the formal representation could help students reach a common understanding of the problem (serving as a vehicle for communication between students). Another issue highlighted by analysis of the data is the danger of relaxing the formalism in inappropriate ways. While it may be tempting to present a technique as being flexible and informal, so that it is apparently easier to use, this can result in uncertainty about what the limits on that flexibility are, and in inappropriate use of the notation. By analogy with the discussion of tool use by Winograd and Flores (1986) , a tool used by an expert can be used so seamlessly you hardly notice it; when it is in the hands of a novice you can see how it is operating, and what properties of the tool are achieving what.
This empirical study of trainee modellers has forced to the surface many of the implicit, tacit skills involved in turning a formalism into a practical tool for reasoning, and helped to identify many of the contributing skills in what otherwise remains a vague notion of 'expertise'.
Appendix: IL description of Windows example
OBJECTS window: window1, window2. size:
full, half, three-quarters, one-quarter. location: at-top, at-three-quarters, at-half, at-quarter, at-bottom. screen-object: resize-box1, resize-box2, ....
We have chosen a representation that only considers vertical size, and ignores width. user-purpose: on-screen(resize-box-of(W)) device-command:move-window-command(W,on-screen(resize-box-of(W))) operation resize (window:W, size:Newsize) user-purpose: size-of(W) = Newsize precond:
on-screen(resize-box-of(W)) & will-be-on-screen(resize-box-of(W)) device-command:
resize-command(W, Newsize) 
USER KNOWS INITIALLY
We do not need to specify anything here, as everything is on the display.
TASK
First
1. size-of(window2) = three-quarters. then 2. size-of(window2) = half. loc-of-top(window2) = at-half.
There are two tasks to be performed in sequence: first making the bottom window bigger, then making it smaller again DEVICE COMMANDS resize-command (window:W, size:Newsize).
The user can drag the resize box of a window until the window is in some desired size. The resize box has to be on the screen throughout this process.
move-window-command (window:W, criterion:C). The user can drag the title-bar of a window until the window is in a position such that some criterion is met. The criterion C has to be evaluable by visual means.
Note. The resize box will be on the screen provided that: size-of(W) < loc-of-top(W), not allowing for any overlaps of windows.
INITIAL DEVICE STATE
size-of(window1) = half. loc-of-top(window1) = at-top.
size-of(window2) = half. loc-of-top(window2) = at-half.
DISPLAYED
Various parts of a window, such as the resize-box, are displayed on the screen, or hidden off-screen, as the window is moved around.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
